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What is a classifier?
(measure/counter word)
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(three mice)

(a slice of cake)



What is a classifier?
(measure/counter word)
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Word or morpheme that some languages require (or allow) in the 
quantification of noun phrases.

And while, semantically, they do not introduce a referent or event, 
they impose/are restricted by something in the referent.

semantic features



Types of Classifiers

There are many types of classifiers:     (Bond and Paik, 2000) 

  sortal (which classify the kind of the noun phrase they quantify); 
  event (which are used to quantify events); 
  mensural (which are used to measure the amount of some property); 
  group (which refer to a collection of members); 
  taxonomic (which force the noun phrase to be interpreted as a generic kind)

Most languages make use of some / different types of classifiers  

a kilo of coffee  (mensural classifier)

a school of fish (group classifiers) 

a head of cattle / a loaf of bread (? traces of sortal classifiers)
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Sortal Classifiers

A wheel, a block, a wedge or a brick of cheese?
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A wheel, a block, a wedge or a brick of cheese?

6

It depends on the shape of the cheese!

Sortal Classifiers
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Examples (Mandarin Chinese)
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Abstract

In languages such as Chinese, classifiers
(CLs) play a central role in the quantifi-
cation of noun-phrases. This can be a
problem when generating text from input
that does not specify the classifier, as in
machine translation (MT) from English to
Chinese. Many solutions to this prob-
lem rely on dictionaries of noun-CL pairs.
However, there is no open large-scale
machine-tractable dictionary of noun-CL
associations. Many published resources
exist, but they tend to focus on how a CL
is used (e.g. what kinds of nouns can be
used with it, or what features seem to be
selected by each CL). In fact, since nouns
are open class words, producing an ex-
haustive definite list of noun-CL associa-
tions is not possible, since it would quickly
get out of date. Our work tries to address
this problem by providing an algorithm for
automatic building of a frequency based
dictionary of noun-CL pairs, mapped to
concepts in the Chinese Open Wordnet
(Wang and Bond, 2013), an open machine-
tractable dictionary for Chinese. All re-
sults will released under an open license.

1 Introduction

Classifiers (CLs) are an important part of the Chi-
nese language. Different scholars treat this class
of words very differently. Chao (1965), the tradi-
tional and authoritative native Chinese grammar,
splits CLs into nine different classes. Cheng and
Sybesma (1998) draw a binary distinction between
count-classifiers and massifiers. Erbaugh (2002)
splits CLs into three categories (measure, collec-
tive and sortal classifiers). Measure classifiers de-
scribe quantities (e.g. ‘a bottle of’, ‘a mouthful
of’), collective classifiers describe arrangement of
objects (‘a row of’, ‘a bunch of’), and sortal classi-
fiers refer to a particular noun category (which can

be defined, for example, by shape). Huang et al.
(1997) identify four main classes, individual clas-
sifiers, mass classifiers, kind classifiers, and event
classifiers. And Bond and Paik (2000) define five
major types of CLs: sortal (which classify the kind
of the noun phrase they quantify); event (which are
used to quantify events); mensural (which are used
to measure the amount of some property); group
(which refer to a collection of members); and tax-
onomic (which force the noun phrase to be inter-
preted as a generic kind). This enumeration is far
from complete, and Lai (2011) provides a detailed
literature review on the most prominent views on
Chinese classifiers.

Most languages make use of some of these
classes (e.g. most languages have measure CLs,
as in a kilo of coffee, or group CLs, as in a school
of fish). What appears to be specific to some lan-
guages (e.g. Chinese, Japanese, Thai, etc.) is a
class of CLs (sortal classifiers: S-CL) that de-
picts a selective association between quantifying
morphemes and specific nouns. This association
is licensed by a number of features (e.g. physical,
functional, etc.) that are shared between CLs and
nouns they can quantify, and these morphemes add
little (but redundancy) to the semantics of noun-
phrase they are quantifying.

Consider the following examples of S-CL usage
in Mandarin Chinese:

(1) $
liǎng
2

Í
zhı̌
CL

◊
gǒu
dog

“two dogs”

(2) $
liǎng
2

a
tiáo
CL

◊
gǒu
dog

“two dogs”
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(1) $
liǎng
2

Í
zhı̌
CL

◊
gǒu
dog

“two dogs”

(2) $
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2

a
tiáo
CL

◊
gǒu
dog

“two dogs”

(3) $
liǎng
2

a
tiáo
CL

Ô
lù
road

“two roads”

(4)  
sān
3


tái
CL

5⌘
diànnǎo
computer

“three computers”

(5) * 
sān
3

Í
zhı̌
CL

5⌘
diànnǎo
computer

“three computers”

Examples (1) through (4) show how the simple
act of counting in Mandarin Chinese involves pair-
ing up nouns with specific classifiers, if incompat-
ible nouns and classifiers are put together then the
noun phrase is infelicitous, see (5).

Different S-CLs can be used to quantify the
same noun, see (1) and (2), and the same type of
S-CL can be used with many different nouns – so
long as the semantic features are compatible be-
tween the S-CL and the noun, see (2) and (3). Ex-
tensive work on these features is provided by Gao
(2010) – where more than 800 classifiers (both sor-
tal and non-sortal) are linked in a database accord-
ing to the nominal features they select, but provid-
ing only a few example nouns that can be quan-
tified by each CL. These many-to-one selective
associations are hard to keep track of, especially
since they depend greatly on context, which often
restricts or coerces the sense in which the noun is
being used (Huang et al., 1998).

(6) �
yı̄
1

*
ge
CL

(4
mùtou
log (of wood) / blockhead

“a log / blockhead”

(7) �
yı̄
1

M
wèi
CL

(4
mùtou
blockhead

“a blockhead”

(8) �
yı̄
1

9
gēn
CL

(4
mùtou
log (of wood)

“a log”

Examples (6–8) show how the use of different
CLs with ambiguous senses can help resolve this
ambiguity. In (6), we can see that with the use of
* ge, the most general S-CL in Mandarin Chi-
nese, mu4tou is ambiguous because it does not re-
strict the noun’s semantic features. With the use
of M wèi (7), an honorific S-CL used almost ex-
clusively with people, it can only be interpreted as
”blockhead”. And the reverse happens when us-
ing9 gēn (8), a S-CL for long, slender, inanimate
objects: the sense of log (of wood) of(4 mùtou
is selected.

Even though written resources concerning CLs
are abundant, they are not machine tractable, and
their usage is limited by copyright. Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) tasks depend heavily on
open, machine tractable resources. Wordnets
(WN) are a good example on the joint efforts to
develop machine tractable dictionaries, linked in
rich hierarchies. Resources like WNs play a cen-
tral role in many NLP tasks (e.g. Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation, Question Answering, etc.).

Huang et al. (1998) argue that the integration
between corpora and knowledge rich resources,
like dictionaries, can offer good insights and gen-
eralizations on linguistic knowledge. In this pa-
per, we follow the same line of thought by inte-
grating both a large collection of Chinese corpora
and a knowledge rich resource (the Chinese Open
Wordnet: COW (Wang and Bond, 2013)). COW is
a large open, machine tractable, Chinese semantic
ontology, but it lacks information on noun-CL as-
sociations. We believe that enriching this resource
with concept-CL links will increase the domain of
it’s applicability. Information about CLs could be
used to generate CLs in MT tasks, or even to im-
prove on Chinese Word Sense Disambiguation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 presents related work, followed by
a description of the resources used in Section 3;
Section 4 describes the algorithms applied, and
Section 5 presents and discusses our results; Sec-
tion 6 describes ongoing and future work; and Sec-
tion 7 presents our conclusion.

2 Related Work

Mapping CLs to semantic ontologies has been
attempted in the past (Sornlertlamvanich et al.,
1994; Bond and Paik, 2000; Paik and Bond, 2001;
Mok et al., 2012). Sornlertlamvanich et al. (1994)
is the first description of leveraging hierarchical
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Motivation

Many NLP tasks need these resources:
Machine Translation

(three mice)

Language Learning                 (CLs are hard for L2 learners of Mandarin)

Word Sense Disambiguation  



Classifiers & WSD

The overlap of semantic features can help WSD tasks

                                                          (general classifier)

                                                          (human, formal classifier)

                                                          (long, slender objects classifier)

9
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Motivation (II)

In Chinese, Sortal Classifier (S-CL) usage is complex and mandatory! 
  (many-to-many relations between nouns and classifiers, with different levels of         

   acceptability depending on shape, size, function, etc.)

No machine tractable, open resources describing S-CL usage…
(Many paper resources exist, but they focus more on what kind of nouns can be used

with a particular classifier)

Producing an exhaustive list of noun-classifiers is impossible!

(Nouns are open class words)



Mapping and Generating 
Classifiers using an Open 

Chinese Ontology 
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Automatically

Luís Morgado da Costa - 2016.01.28  凡土研, Nanyang Technological University



Previous Work…

The first theoretical description of leveraging hierarchical semantic 
classes to generalize noun-CL pairs;      (Sornlertlamvanich et al.,1994)

  (for Thai, produced no living results)

Bond and Paik (2000) and Paik and Bond (2001) further develop these 
ideas to develop similar works for Japanese and Korean. 
(similar works for Japanese and Korean, hand rules to propagate through Goi-Taikei 
(and CorNet); achieve up to 81% of generation accuracy)

Mok et al. (2012) develop a similar approach using the Japanese 
Wordnet and the Chinese Bilingual Wordnet 
(Report a generation score of 78.8% and 89.8%, over a small news corpus) 
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Mok et al. (2012)

NTU Multilingual Corpus & Open Multilingual Wordnet
Linguistics and Mulilingual Studies, HSS, Nanyang Technological University

Introduction
We are presenting here the combined efforts of enrich-
ing the Open Multilingual Wordnet (OMW) to sup-
port the construction of the NTU Multilingual Corpus
(NTU-MC) and corpus linguistics tool set.

NTU Multilingual Corpus
NTU-MC is a parallel corpus of Asian languages
(Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, Indonesian) that uses
English as pivot language. It hopes to fill that gap of
semantically annotated corpora in the asian language
context. It is a multilingual, multi-genre, medium size
pararel corpus (details can be seen in Table 1).

Sentences Word Concepts
Genre eng cmn jpn ind eng eng
Story 1: 599 606 698 – 11,200 5,300
Story 2: 599 612 702 – 10,600 4,600
Essay: 769 750 773 – 18,700 8,800
News: 2,138 2,138 2,138 – 55,000 23,200
Tourism: 2,988 2,332 2,723 2,197 74,300 32,600
Total 7,093 6,438 7,034 2,197 169,800 74,600

Table 1: Corpus Size

The corpus has been sentence aligned, word seg-
mented (WS), POS tagged, and it is currently under-
going cross-lingual linked sense annotation using the
OMW. The WS and POS tagging used off-the-shelf
standards. Taking Mandarin as an example, we used
Stanford Chinese Segmenter and POS Tagger based on
the The Chinese TreeBank (CTB) standards. When-
ever necessary, amendments were carried out to fol-
low CTB standards. Similar choices were made for ev-
ery language.

The Annotation Tools

We have currently developed two sets of annota-
tion tools that integrate with specialized views of
the OMW, a tool with editing access to the corpus
database structure (e.g. to add, delete and edit sen-
tences, words and concepts), a wordnet editing inter-
face (e.g. to add, delete and edit wordnet entries in
any language) and a few other supporting tools to help

manage the process. The current four basic interfaces
of the corpus are:
• sequential/textual tagging (sentence by sentence);
• targeted/lexical tagging (word by word);
• corpus editing/fixing (to add, delete and edit sen-

tences, words and concepts);
• wordnet editing (to add, delete and edit entries);

Open Multilingual Wordnet
The OMW is based on Princeton Wordnet, and it
tightly integrates wordnet data for over 150 languages,
including the Chinese Open Wordnet, the Japanese
Wordnet and Wordnet Bahasa. In order to satisfy the
NTU-MC needs, OMW has been exploring a number
of extensions to its original coverage. We will briefly
introduce these extentions here.

Classifiers
Classifiers play a central role in 3 of the 4 languages
of the NTU-MC. They have an intrinsic hierarchy and
a close relation with the nouns they modify, specially
true to sortal classifiers. Having a free tractable re-
source of classifiers and their association with nouns
they modify would be extremely useful to many com-
putational linguistic tasks - e.g. generation in machine
translation. Again, taking Mandarin as an example,
we have identified 816 classifiers in current use. Each
classifier has a new synset in the Wordnet hierarchy.
And we are applying a top-down propagation based
approach to associate classifiers and nominal synsets,
taking advantage of the wordnet hierarchy (see Fig. 1).

[CL:个;只]  
Human +[CL: 位] 

 –[CL:只]

Thing [CL:个]

[CL:个] 
animal +[CL:只]

个个

个/只

个/位

[CL:个;只] –[CL:只] 
Equine +[CL:匹;�]

[CL:个;匹;�] 
Mule –[CL:匹]

[CL:个;匹;�] 
Horse –[CL:个]

个/� 匹/�
匹/�个/位

Figure 1: Classifier Propagation.

Pronouns, Determiners & Quantifiers

We have also decided to include pronouns, determin-
ers and quantifiers. We are developing a system of
features that mark new wordnet entries that fall un-
der this category. So far we have selected 41 features
divided among 11 categories:

Usage
Personal 
Possessive 
Demonstrative 
Interrogative 
General

Person
1st  
1st (inclsv.) 
1st (exclsv.) 
2nd 
3rd

Head (Pron.)
Entity 
Person 
Thing 
Location 
Kind 
Time 
Cause 
Manner 
Duration

Gender
Neuter 
Feminine 
Masculine

Proximity
Proximal 
Distal 
    Medial 
    Remote Formality

Formal 
Informal

Politeness
Polite

Number
Singular 
Plural 
Dual

Gender Speech
Women’s Speech 
Men’s Speech 

Type
Assertive Elective 
Negative 
Other 
Reciprocal 
Universal 
Interrogative 
 

Other
Reflexive

Features: (11 categories, 41 tokens)

Pronouns:
Types: 140
Tokens: 333  English (96) Japanese (129) 
                          Chinese (64) Indonesian (40)

These features are marked by synset links (currently
’domain usage’). Pronouns are decomposed, taking
corresponding nominal heads (e.g. I = person.n ; here
= place.n). Some pronouns, as exemplified in Figure
2, also take determiners as their quantifiers to better
decompose their meaning (a new reciprocal relation
’quantifies/quantifier’ has been introduced).

e.g. here = ‘this + location’

this.ahere.n

Quantifies

location.n

Hypernym

dem_pronoun.n

Dmn(usage)

=

singular.nthis.a proximal.adem_determ.n

Dmn(usage)

=

Dmn(usage)

Dmn(usage)

Figure 2: First Person Personal Pronoun

Chenyu (& Other Idioms)

Chengyu are prototypically four-character phrases
with non or only partially compositional meaning.
They can happen in all/multiple parts-of-speech.
Their meaning is derived mostly from historical lore
or classical literature (see Figure 3). There are excellent
paper resources in Mandarin Chinese, that list over
59000 of these chengyu. Unfortunately, we found no
reference to free computer tractable resources.
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畫蛇添足 (lit. “paint snake add feet”) overdo /
superfluous

verb,  
adj

���� (lit. “paper on talk about 
soldiers”)

to engage in 
idle theories 

verb,  
adj

喜怒哀� (lit: happiness, anger, 
sorrow, joy)

the primary 
emotions noun

笨�先� (lit. “dumb bird early fly”)
those with 
less ability 
have to try 
harder

如�得水 (lit. “as fish get water”) like a fish in 
water

Figure 3: Chengyu Examples

Out of a list of potential chengyu, we’ve matched 619
chengyu to the NTU-MC, and we’re currently in the
process of of adding them to the Chinese Open Word-
net (COW). We currently have close to 200 chengyu

added. We expect to have the full coverage of the
matched chengyu by the first release of the NTU-MC.

Other Extensions

Interjections and modal verbs are two other recently
expansions the OMW is undergoing. We only have
experimental implementations, but we expect to pro-
vide full coverage for the instances that appear in the
NTU-MC.
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We wanted to mimic this mapped noun-CL pairs:

Fully automated extractive and mapping algorithm 

Mapping to Chinese Open Wordnet (COW)       (Wang and Bond, 2013)

Non-ranked
top-down propagation (noisy)
Low coverage 

    (too much human work)
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Enriching COW with S-CLs

The integration between corpora and knowledge rich resources, like dictionaries, can 
offer good insights and generalisations on linguistic knowledge.  (Huang et al.,1998)

Chinese Open Wordnet (COW)    (Wang and Bond, 2013) 

        Large open, machine tractable, Chinese semantic ontology
+ Bilingual Ontological Wordnet (BOW) + Southeast University Wordnet (SEW) + Wiktionary and CLDR data (Extended OMW) 

(261k nominal lemmas, from which over 184k were unambiguous)

Chinese Corpora         (Sentence delimited, segmented, POS tagged)

Chinese Wikipedia, 2nd Edition Chinese Gigaword Corpus, UM-Corpus 
      (approx. 30 million sentences, 950 million words) 
Google Ngram corpus for Chinese, 2012

A list of 204 Chinese S-CLs         (Huang et al., 1997)



Problems in Automated Approches

But… extracting noun-CL pairs from corpora is not straightforward:

Long distance dependencies

The book that was bought by those three students in that old bookstore.
[ that CLASSIFIER … … … … book ]

Anaphoric or deictic references

I prefer this.                                       (omitting the referent)
[ I prefer this CLASSIFIER ]

Synecdoches [at least in Japanese]

Those 2 pizzas are very friendly.       (referring to the customers who ordered them)
[ Those 2 HUMAN-CLASSIFIER pizzas are very friendly ]

15
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Two S-CL dictionaries (w/ frequency information):

lemma based dictionary (independent from COW)

concept based dictionary (COW) 

Our Algorithm:

Extracting Classifier-Noun Pairs 

Map to COW & Extend coverage

Automatic Evaluation    (80% Training + 10% Development + 10% Evaluation)

Our Work
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Matching very restrictive POS patterns of the form:
(determiner or numeral) + (CL) + (noun) + (end of sentence punctuation/select conjunctions) 

This filters out long dependencies after the CL, and tries to maximally reduce the noise 
introduced by anaphoric and deictic uses of CLs.    [helpless against synecdoches] 

                                    (CL) + (noun)  pairs

Feed the lemma based dictionary

Frequency information is also stored (used in generation)

Training Set: 435k + 13.5M (Google Ngrams) noun-CL tokens pairs

Extracting Classifier-Noun Pairs



Lemma Dictionary
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类别 (lèibié) “category”

✔  58: 个 ge

✔  1: 项 xiàng 

 

养鸡场 (yǎngjīchǎng) “chicken farm” 

✔  6: 个 ge

✔  3: 家 jiā

✘  2: 只 zhǐ  

✔  1: 座 zuò

Some noise…
+ missing 间 jiān and 所 suǒ

SPOILER ALERT!
只 zhǐ can be used with 养鸡 (yǎngjī)



Mapping S-CLs to COW

Map unambiguous lemmas to COW 
(i.e. that belong to a single concept) 

Frequency information and possible CLs are stacked for each 
matched sense.  (i.e. store the union of all senses)

19

类别 (lèibié) “category”      

✔  58: 个 ge

✔  1: 项 xiàng 

 >>>   ID 05838765-n “a general concept that marks  
                                     divisions or coordinations in 
                                     a conceptual scheme” 

             + data from 范畴 (fànchóu) 

             + data from 种类 (zhǒnglèi) 

         ✔  132: 个 ge

        ✔  2: 项 xiàng 



Extend COW’s Coverage

For every concept with CL data:

Search 10 levels of hypernymy and hyponymy 

If a CL match is found, share it! 

Sums frequencies of all matches

20

Figure 1: Classifier Expansion

stricter approach, we hope to provide results of
better quality.

4.3 Automatic Evaluation
We evaluated both lemma and concept based dic-
tionaries with two tasks: predicting the validity of
and generating CLs. We used roughly 10% of held
out data (dev-set), from which we extracted about
37,4k tokens of noun-CL pairs, as described in 4.1.
We used this data to evaluate the prediction and
generation capabilities of both dictionaries in the
following ways: predicting the validity of a CL
was measured by comparing every noun-CL pair
extracted from the dev-set to the data contained in
the dictionary for that particular lemma (i.e. if that
particular classifier was already predicted by the
dictionary); generation was measured by selecting
the best likely classifier, based on the cumulative
frequencies of noun-CL pairs in the dictionary (i.e.
if the classifier seen in the example matched the
most frequent classifier). This was done separately
for both dictionaries.

When no other classifier had been assigned, we
used * ge, the most frequent CL on the corpus,
as the default classifier. And a baseline was estab-
lished by assigning * ge as the only CL for every
entry.

The dev-set was used to experiment with dif-
ferent thresholds (⌧ ) of the minimum frequency,
from one to five, for which noun-CL pairs would
have to be seen in the train-set in order to be con-
sidered into the dictionaries. These different min-
imum frequency thresholds were compared be-

⌧= 1 ⌧= 3 ⌧= 5 Test
baseline 44.2 44.2 44.2 40.4
All lemmas

lem-all 92.7 88.5 86.2 93.6
lem-all-mfcl 75.1 73.8 72.8 78.9
lem-all-no-info 4.7 9.2 12.1 4.1
Unamb. lemmas

lem-unamb 93.2 88.2 85.5 94.5
wn-unamb 95.1 90.9 88.3 95.9

lem-unamb-mfcl 77.0 75.5 74.1 77.9
wn-unamb-mfcl 72.3 71.6 70.7 73.5

lem-unamb-no-
info

3.4 9.5 13.6 2.8

wn-unamb-no-info 1.7 5.3 8.3 1.5
Coverage

lemmas-w/cl 32.4k 10.4k 7.0k
wn-concepts-w/cl 22.7k 15.0k 12.3k

Table 1: Automatic Evaluation Results

tween both tasks.
The best performing ⌧ was then tested in a a sec-

ond held-out set of data (test-set), also containing
roughly 10% of the size of the text corpus, roughly
39.9k tokens of noun-CL pairs. The test-set is used
to report our final results.

The results are presented in Table 1, and are dis-
cussed in the following section.

5 Discussion and Results

In Table 1 we can start to note that the baseline, of
consistently assigning * ge to every entry in the
dictionary is fairly high, of roughly 40%.

In order to allow a fair comparison, since we
decided that the concept based dictionary would
contain only unambiguous lemmas, we only use
unambiguous lemmas to compare the performance
across dictionaries. All results can be compared
across the different thresholds discussed in 4.3.
⌧ = 1, 3 and 5 present the results obtained in the
automatic evaluation, using minimum frequencies
of one, three and five, respectively.

The first three reported results report exclu-
sively about the lemma dictionary (including both
ambiguous and unambiguous lemmas). lem-all re-
ports the results of the prediction task, lem-all-
mfcl reports the results of the generation task, and
lem-all-no-info reports the relative frequency of
lemmas for which there was no previous infor-

We do not blindly assign CLs down the concept hierarchy, making it 
depend on previously extracted information for both hypernyms and hyponyms.

Principle:

Wordnets should be able, to some extent, 
to model the semantic features hierarchy 
that link nouns and CLs. 



Automatic Evaluation
(Dev-Set = 37.4k & Test-Set = 39.9k tokens of noun-CL pairs)

We evaluated on an automated task of CL prediction & generation

(i.e. trying to predict if a classifier is valid + matching with the most freq. CL)

Dev-set (10% of the data) was used to filter data by frequency
T frequency:  from 1 to 5 minimum frequency to be considered

Best T was tested, again, against the test-set (10% of the data)

Baseline: assigning 个 (ge) as the only CL for every entry 

Fallback: always assigning 个 (ge) as a possible CL 

21



Results

Concept mapping wins the prediction of 
the validity of a CL (wn-unamb); 

Lemma mapping wins in the generation 
task (lemma-unamb-mfcl);
this was unexpected!

Filtering didn’t help performance…
Not enough data! But…

The coverage of the concept dictionary 
reduces much less drastically
(x2.25 senses per concept) 

Also, the increase in no-info is larger 
than the decrease in performance

Filtering reduces over-generation
(validated but not presented)
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Figure 1: Classifier Expansion

stricter approach, we hope to provide results of
better quality.

4.3 Automatic Evaluation
We evaluated both lemma and concept based dic-
tionaries with two tasks: predicting the validity of
and generating CLs. We used roughly 10% of held
out data (dev-set), from which we extracted about
37,4k tokens of noun-CL pairs, as described in 4.1.
We used this data to evaluate the prediction and
generation capabilities of both dictionaries in the
following ways: predicting the validity of a CL
was measured by comparing every noun-CL pair
extracted from the dev-set to the data contained in
the dictionary for that particular lemma (i.e. if that
particular classifier was already predicted by the
dictionary); generation was measured by selecting
the best likely classifier, based on the cumulative
frequencies of noun-CL pairs in the dictionary (i.e.
if the classifier seen in the example matched the
most frequent classifier). This was done separately
for both dictionaries.

When no other classifier had been assigned, we
used * ge, the most frequent CL on the corpus,
as the default classifier. And a baseline was estab-
lished by assigning * ge as the only CL for every
entry.

The dev-set was used to experiment with dif-
ferent thresholds (⌧ ) of the minimum frequency,
from one to five, for which noun-CL pairs would
have to be seen in the train-set in order to be con-
sidered into the dictionaries. These different min-
imum frequency thresholds were compared be-
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All lemmas

lem-all 92.7 88.5 86.2 93.6
lem-all-mfcl 75.1 73.8 72.8 78.9
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wn-unamb-no-info 1.7 5.3 8.3 1.5
Coverage

lemmas-w/cl 32.4k 10.4k 7.0k
wn-concepts-w/cl 22.7k 15.0k 12.3k

Table 1: Automatic Evaluation Results

tween both tasks.
The best performing ⌧ was then tested in a a sec-

ond held-out set of data (test-set), also containing
roughly 10% of the size of the text corpus, roughly
39.9k tokens of noun-CL pairs. The test-set is used
to report our final results.

The results are presented in Table 1, and are dis-
cussed in the following section.

5 Discussion and Results

In Table 1 we can start to note that the baseline, of
consistently assigning * ge to every entry in the
dictionary is fairly high, of roughly 40%.

In order to allow a fair comparison, since we
decided that the concept based dictionary would
contain only unambiguous lemmas, we only use
unambiguous lemmas to compare the performance
across dictionaries. All results can be compared
across the different thresholds discussed in 4.3.
⌧ = 1, 3 and 5 present the results obtained in the
automatic evaluation, using minimum frequencies
of one, three and five, respectively.

The first three reported results report exclu-
sively about the lemma dictionary (including both
ambiguous and unambiguous lemmas). lem-all re-
ports the results of the prediction task, lem-all-
mfcl reports the results of the generation task, and
lem-all-no-info reports the relative frequency of
lemmas for which there was no previous infor-



Results - Explained

Why is the concept mapping is outperformed in generation? 

Incorrect / incomplete concept hierarchy (?)

CLs relate better to specific senses than to concepts (?)

Noise in the testing data (?) [We don’t yet have a gold set]

So we went, checked a small sample, and… 

Found a lots false positives on the lemma mapping introduced also 
by the lemmatisation and POS tagging errors. 

Roughly 7.5% of invalid lemmas (i.e. non-words, non-nouns)

Mapping to COW filters all (most) invalid lemmas! (they fail to map!)

Human checking verified that the concept mapping outperformed the 
lemma based mapping: 87% vs 76%
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More error analysis

Create a Gold test-set

Repeat with more data!
(e.g. a very large web-crawled corpus) 

Repeat similar approach with other languages (i.e. Japanese)
(for the most part this approach is language independent) 

Be less naive… 
(Include a measure of Mutual Information, play with vector spaces, etc.)

Use WSD (e.g. UKB, cross-lingual WSD)
(and include S-CL mapping of ambiguous senses) 
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Future Work



Future Work

CLs in Wordnet
‘x’ as part-of-speech
definition with the form “a … classifier used ..., such as ...” 
domain usage: classifier (06308436-n) 

87 Chinese S-CLs in COW 
30 Indonesian S-CLs in WN Bahasa
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In the Chinese portion of the NTUMC corpus, classifiers make up roughly 2.5% of the
words, with 260 types for 3,775 instances. We therefore decided to extend the Chinese
Open Wordnet (COW: Wang and Bond, 2013) with a new set of classifier concepts.

Classifiers also receive the part-of-speech ’x’ (other closed class words). They were
given a standardized definition with the form “ a . . . classifier used . . . , such as . . . ”,
where the kind of classifier, the general class of nouns they are used with, and one or
more examples must be provided. All classifiers link to classifier, 06308436-n “a word or
morpheme used in some languages in certain contexts (such as counting) to indicate the
semantic class to which the counted item belongs.” through domain usage, also in a flat
hierarchy. They are not linked to other words by the hypernymy relation.

So far we have included 87 Chinese sortal classifiers in COW, collected from Gao
(2010). Here are some examples:2

6666664

80000003-x

lemmas ä (bǎ)

definition a sortal classifier used with tools and objects with a handle, such as
a hammer, a broom, a guitar or a teapot

domain usage 06308436-n (classifier)

3

7777775

2

6666664

80000004-x

lemmas 9 (gēn)

definition a sortal classifier used for long slender objects, such as a banana, a
pillar, a sausage or a needle

domain usage 06308436-n (classifier)

3

7777775

We will expand this work to also include event classifiers (used to count nouns). Be-
cause the range of things classified is very di↵erent, we do not expect to be able to share
sortal classifiers across languages. However, the same basic structure should also be ap-
plicable to the Japanese Wordnet and the Wordnet Bahasa. In future work we will adapt
the work presented in Morgado da Costa et al. (2016), to use the automatic mapping
between sortal classifiers and concepts in the Chinese Open Wordnet, and create a new
set of relation links between nominal concepts and corresponding classifier’s concepts.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have motivated and described the introduction of two classes of non-
propositional classes of words into wordnet. We introduced a new part-of-speech ’x’ to be
used by both interjections and classifiers. So far we have added over 300 new interjective
senses to English (with some translations in other languages) and 87 sortal classifier senses
to Chinese.

Our next target will be prepositions. English prepositions are often translated as nouns
in Chinese and Japanese: for example between is translated as aida “space or region
between” in Japanese. We hope to build on existing semantic taxonomies for prepositions
such as (Schneider et al., 2015).

We commit to release the data described in this work, by releasing them in the Open
Multilingual Wordnet and by attempting to merge them with the upstream wordnet
projects. We hope to inspire other projects to proceed with similar extensions for dif-
ferent languages.
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Data: mappings
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07772274-n 颗 1 
14377617-n 个 4 

00429322-n 片 3 

00429322-n 分 2 

00429322-n 份 5 

00429322-n 起 1 

00429322-n 家 1 

00429322-n 丝 1 
07231294-n 次 32 

07231294-n 番 3 

07231294-n 重 4 

07231294-n 个 109

邮展 次 7 

邮展 届 1 

醒        个 480 

减费 项 1 

小说 套 1 

小说 篇 11 

小说 集 1 

小说 部 69 

小说 个 1 

小说 名 2 

小说 本 42 

小说 卷 4
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07772274-n 颗 1 
14377617-n 个 4 

00429322-n 片 3 

00429322-n 分 2 

00429322-n 份 5 

00429322-n 起 1 

00429322-n 家 1 

00429322-n 丝 1 
07231294-n 次 32 

07231294-n 番 3 

07231294-n 重 4 

07231294-n 个 109

邮展 次 7 

邮展 届 1 

醒        个 480 

减费 项 1 

小说 套 1 

小说 篇 11 

小说 集 1 

小说 部 69 

小说 个 1 

小说 名 2 

小说 本 42 

小说 卷 4

Data: mappings
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Thank You!

Luís Morgado da Costa - 2016.01.28  凡土研, Nanyang Technological University


